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The historical use of advice to define counsel still is ............ 

embassy parcel out prevalent clarify

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Behavioral counseling is a process of helping people to learn how to solve certain interpersonal ,

emotional and ................... 

cognitive concern responding 

decision problem misconceptionns

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

................is cancerned with influencing voluntary behavior change on the part of the client.

influencing counseling emotional counselor

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Those who.......  to school counseling as developmental see the counselor as focusing more on the

population of normal students.

reserved regard specialize member

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Most psychology students .............................in Guidance and Counseling .

special specialize specially specialist

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Psychologists propose several different ways for the ...................of long lasting problems.

remedy remember remind rememberance

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Counseling , specially group counseling , is helpful in expanding ..................and thereby decreasing

the size of the latter two frames in the model.

self-confidence self-awareness self-conscious self-disclosure

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Courses of study were ..........................according to human developmental stages

evaluated selected viewed regulated

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is not a substantial difference between ...............and assessment .

evaluate evaluation education educate

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some people think they have a ...................mind

philospphy philosophical statistics statistical

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They can have a greater ............on their child's education than the teachers.

effect concern impact agree

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The most influential way is to express a strong interest in the child's ............and to support the

child's efforts.

intimidated performance avoidance competence

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The lecturers had been ....................of the new changes in the program

inform information informed informally

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sometimes it is hard to ......................one's feelings and emotions. 

expression express achieve achievement

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Behavior problems are often caused by family .........................

disturbed disturbance disengagement disfunction

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This ..................is springing from a number of sources.

aware awareness approaches occupational

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

People who refer to career counselors are ...................

indecisive cognitive application decision

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His behavior ...........to the performance of a real friend .

approximate avoidance avoid approximately

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Greets the client and immediately .............to his/her concerns.

demonstrates informs suggestes attends

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Most ..............mention six as the optimum number ,with a range from four to twelve.

authority authorities situational situations

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Older  theories of counseling are less ........................today .

accept acceptance accepted acceptable

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All resources should be ......................to help the patients.

utilized utilize utilization utilizable

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A ...........................psychotherapeutic issues raised by the psychoanalytic approach .

solution personality influence significant

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Jung stressed .................of human motives and the striving toward individuation.

unique uniqueness collective collection

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The term logos , which he adopted as the name for his theory , translates as "meaning "

and .....................

valuing existence spiritual suffering

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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This approach stresses the ability of .........................to determine the issues important to them

and to solve their problems .

values adolescents individuals clients

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A number of approaches emphasize ..........................behavior.

verbal verbally verbalize verb

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ....................of nonverbal behavior is not random.

occur occurance occured envolved

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Artists are usually men of creativity and ..............

origion originate originality originally

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Gestalt .........................method involves the contacting and focusing of awareness.

experience therapy contact describtion

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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